Our knowledge of all aspects of life and the connection of all living things has expanded greatly.
I think we can not afford to continue singing the same old song, when it no longer reflects our
truer view. Dogma, Ritual, and Traditions are not sacred; Life is. It is time we awake from our
unconsciousness. It is high time we take responsibility collectively for what we are creating.
Language, thoughts, energy, actions, it all matters. If a favorite tune’s words no longer ring
true to me, I can not sing it without changing the words. I hope you enjoy the adapted
version, as much as I do. –“Mo” M.C.Gillis
The Circle Can Not Be Broken
(Old Spiritual Adapted) –Not Original Words- I-IV-I-V-I Progression
(I play it in the Key of A- “Mo” Gillis)
Chorus:
The circle can not be broken,
No time or space can divide.
Sacred unity excludes nothing and no one,
No boundaries between human and divine.
We know loved ones who’ve gone before us,
Sweet souls we remember and miss.
If we are love, how can we be separated?
Aren’t we joined in love, in heavenly bliss?
Chorus
Do we remember songs of wisdom
We sang with youthful voice?
Do we believe the truths they taught us?
Or will earthly knowledge be our choice?
With eyes wide, in days of childhood.
We heard stories of wondrous love.
Will we learn love and live in peace & joy,
Be part of the ever widening circle of love?
Chorus
We can picture happy gatherings,
With loved ones seems so long ago.
A tear falls; deep down we know the loving;
We carry it wherever we go.
One by one, the seats are emptied.
One by one, they seem to go away.
But the circle can not been broken;
We are joined in love forever and today.
Chorus
The work of N. Douglas-Klotz, an Aramaic scholar, is the inspiration for the re-write of this
old spiritual. These are a few notes I took from his teaching The Hidden Gospel. (Can be
purchased at www.soundstrue.com) In the Middle East culture, the spiritual and the
everyday occupy the same space; there is no separation. Breath unites particle and wave
realms in sacred unity. Allaha (Aramaic) is what both Christians and Muslims call “God”.
Allaha means sacred unity. No one and nothing is excluded from this sacred unity. We
are all part of one reality. The name Elohim (Hebrew) “God” as creator is singular and
plural, one being with many faces. Jesus taught in Aramaic. The 1st recorded teachings of
Jesus’ were written in Greek, many years after his death.

